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Mr. Sergey Brin
President of Alphabet Inc"
1650 Charleston Rd, Mountain View

cA

94043

Dear Mr. Brin,

As an Ambassador of Ukraine to the USA,

I

always strive to find best American policies and
practices that can be successfully implemented in my country.

In the changing world, we aim to create new type of economy, free of inefficient consumption of
energy resources and ecologically unfriendly heavy industry. Instead. we look forward to develop
Hi-Tech IT sector, to promote innovations and to advance new technologies. Ukraine continues to
cultivate a strong knowledge economy, with its high literacy rate and education system that focuses
on science, technology, engineering and math.

Ukraine is one of the world's top innovative countries. Our IT professionals are working with the
leading Hi-Tech American companies; thousands of Ukrainian IT geniuses are involved in
developing new software products and establishing promising start-ups. Ukraine's information
technology sector has significant potential to become a major export-oriented industry of our
country. Poteritially we have a huge field for further development and we would highly appreciate
more active involvement of Google in our intention to realize our full potential through innovations.
We are changing our country, our mentality and our business climate" We need fast, effective and
visible results. And that is the new perspective area of mutual interest. We are a rising IT market
and No 1 outsourcing country in Europe. Moreover, we urgently need new approaches and new
technology to leapfrog Ukraine forward.

As I am going to accompany Chief of Staffof the President of Ukraine Mr. Borys Lozhkin during
his visit to San Francisco on June 22-23, we would be honored if you could find a slot in your busy
schedule for a brief rneeting where we can discuss possible areas of cooperation.
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